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AUCTION - 18th December 2023

Discover the pinnacle of sophistication at 8 Fuller Drive, a singular example of modern luxury set within the exclusive

Dunmore Lakes enclave. This breathtaking single-level ranch-style residence sprawls over 1.14 hectares (approx).,

offering a lifestyle of unparalleled refinement and comfort.Immerse yourself in the splendor of an expansive open living

and dining area that effortlessly channels both comfort and sophistication. The built-in bar adds an upscale vibe, providing

the perfect setting for both relaxation and entertainment. The seamless interplay of space is a defining feature,

accentuated by bifold doors that unveil a mesmerizing view of the spectacular escarpment. Whether you're hosting a

gathering or enjoying a quiet evening at home, the breathtaking scenery becomes an integral part of your living

experience.The residence comprises four bedrooms, including three spacious bedroom suites with ensuite bathrooms,

ensuring every occupant experiences a private retreat in utmost luxury. The fourth bedroom is versatile, serving equally

well as a guest room or an ideal home office space. Indulge your culinary passions in the spacious kitchen. This culinary

haven boasts high-end finishes, epitomized by the inclusion of a SMEG oven and stove, and a Miele dishwasher. Every

detail has been meticulously selected to elevate your cooking experience to a new level of sophistication. Adding a touch

of convenience and understated luxury, the kitchen features a hidden butler's pantry, seamlessly integrating functionality

with sleek design. The culinary space becomes a canvas for both culinary artistry and aesthetic delight.Step into an

outdoor haven where luxury meets the great outdoors. A spectacular pool awaits, providing commanding views of the

majestic mountains that form a picturesque backdrop to this residence. This outdoor oasis is designed for those who

appreciate the finer things in life. Adding to the allure, a separate pool house stands as a testament to the commitment to

unparalleled outdoor living. Complete with bathroom and shower facilities, it seamlessly enhances the overall outdoor

experience. It's not just a pool house; it's a retreat within a retreat, providing both convenience and a touch of

indulgence.The pool house is a versatile space designed for your entertainment needs. With electric blinds, the

atmosphere effortlessly transforms from a sunlit poolside paradise to a cocooned, darkened media room. Whether you

seek the refreshing embrace of the outdoors or the cozy ambiance of an indoor hideaway, this space caters to your every

mood and desire.Owners in Dunmore Lakes Estate have access to the newly renovated tennis courts. Located just

minutes to Shellharbour and Kiama townships and only 1.5hrs from Sydney CBD. Indulge in the epitome of luxury living at

8 Fuller Drive, Dunmore. This residence seamlessly merges high-end design with functionality, creating a home as

impressive as its surroundings. Don't miss the chance to make this dream residence yours. Contact us now for further

information and experience the opulent lifestyle that awaits you. 


